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Engagement

Our goal:
Our goal is to reveal The Triune
GOD to you
through Hebrew
eyes so much so
that you will see
HIM more clearly,
love HIM more
dearly, and worship HIM ever
more sincerely.
These monthly
newsletters will
well bring you
ever closer to
HIM.
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Engagement; a powerful word, a necessary word
a word that with connect to everything and everyone
and all that you do;
we need to know it better.
To engage is to: connect, attach, mesh; to make tow or more as one.
One where is another, a compound unity.
To engage is: the act of sharing, the act of participation, an interlocking, a connection that is made by fitting together.
To engage is: connect with purpose, to mesh to display of unction
through the new structure made by the connection of engagement, to
engage parts and parties that do well together, function well together,
build something new through the process of connection,
meshing, interlocking.
With GOD, your engagement starts when you say “Yes” to JESUS =
YESHUA as your LORD and SAVOIR and soon coming KING;
and the rest of your eternal life must continue
with an ever increasing engagement,
deepening and expanding into HIM;
eternally. Start.
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The Heart of The Matter
It Takes Two

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for Your Light
is come, and The Glory of THE LORD is
risen upon thee.”
GOD has not
forgotten you. HE
has not left you.
Reach for HIM, take
hold of HIM, never let
HIM go. HE will be
better than your best
dream, greater than
your wildest
imagination. Learn
HIS Ways, trust HIM,
rest in HIM. With
GOD, everything,
everything is going
to be alright!

Connect with GOD,
connect to your
family in ways never
done before; connect to friends, connect to your
spouse, connect to
your teachers, The
Word of GOD; HIS
Bible, as never before. Always first
connect again-anew
to GOD; and then

through GOD; connect to the aforementioned in a way
to bring the Kingdom of GOD and
HIS Influence upon
them and to them.
Do it in HIS Love,
do It in HIS Truth,
do It because you
desire the Best for
them, to bring them
into The Realm of

HIS PRESCENCE to
experience HIS Life
and Love through you,
even through a smile,
even in a moment; it is
The Connection of you
to GOD and GOD
through you; do It.

Entanglement
Begin to think of
everyone and everything that you are
already “connected
to”; it would truly be
stunning.
Let’s use that to
advantage; to help
people, and connect then more

deeply and thoroughly to GOD, and
to free people to
GOD and more so
those already in
GOD; it can be
done. Once you
have a conscious
connection with
someone, this Connection-a type of

entanglement, gives
you a near instant
access to them. For
what purpose? To
pray for them, to
help them, for closer
contact in The Body
of CHRIST, and a
communication faster than light speed;
use it; for HIS Glory.
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Did you know
That GOD has Truly
connected HIMSELF to
you and you to HIM;
as a True believer in
THE LORD JESUS
CHRIST! GOD has ultimately connected with
you in your fallen state
by becoming like you
and us; a man, to engage all men where

they are, to bring them
to where HE is. HE
brought HMSELF into
this world as a Pure Act
of Love, stepped into
our world, became sin
for us; putting on dust, so
we would put on glory,
becoming silent so we
would sing, dwelling
among men, so we could
dwell among angels.

Your Hebrew Lesson
There is a fascinating
Word that we will cover
today; it is Echad=One.
This Word is amazing. It
is one of The Two Hebrew Words that means:
One. This one, represents ‘one where there is
usually another’. It is
composed of Three Hebrew Letters. The Hebrew Letters are : Aleph-

Chet-Dalet. This forms a
beautiful Living Language Word Picture; remembering that Hebrew
is a Living Language;
The First Two Letters
spell The Word: Ach
=brother; and The Last
Letter is a Dalet = a
door, a path. Thus;
Echad = one where
there is another, and

more deeply; this is =

The Path of a brother;
the brother’s Door.

Rev 22:12
“And, behold,
I am coming
quickly; and
MY reward is
with ME, to
give every
man
according to
what he has
done.”

Beautiful; to be one,
be a door that opens
up to another who is a
brother; family, where
the two are one, one
together.

What do you say when
someone wants to know: what
about those who ‘haven’t
heard?’ How can they be
saved if salvation is through
JESUS’s Cross at Calvary,
which It is. Every covenant is
through THE SON’s Work on
The Cross. It has retroactive
power and authority to touch
any and all in the past, then
forward to us in the future,
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which is why you are ”saved”,
as a believer, It is an ACT of
GOD in and before time and
space with timeless and eternal consequences, for you and
me, and all humanity. GOD has
written HIS Message in the sky
above-Psalm 19:1-3, revealed
HIMSELF in nature all around
–Romans 1:20, in the inner consciousness of man- Romans
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2:12-16. The answer is all

around, above and below and
within and without. Further, all
Covenants since and including
Adam, are through THE SON,
then at The Cross It perfected
all people believing in The
Light of The Covenant that
they ‘walked in’ with GOD, becoming perfected in The Finished Work of The Cross!
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Joel Young
For HIS Glory Ministry
3112 North Jupiter Rd. # 217
Garland, Texas 75044
www.forHISGlory.org

Write us at:
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Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".

2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, cutting straight
The Word of Truth.”

John 12:21

Statement of Beliefs
1.

We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.

2.

We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in
three personal selfdistinctions: FATHER,
SON, and HOLY SPIRIT.

3.

We believe that THE BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE
WORD of GOD.

4.

We believe in the literal
interpretation of The
WORD of GOD.

5.

We believe in the virgin birth of THE MESSIAH.
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6.

We believe in the Jewish
MESSIAH, JESUS CHRIST,
who suffered and died for the
sins of the world.

7.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST rose from the
dead on the third day according to the Scriptures.

8.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come
again to judge the world
and reign in Righteousness.

9.

We believe that only the
Atoning Blood Sacrifice of
THE LAMB of GOD has
the power to save sinners.

10. THE PRINCE of PEACE,
is the only ONE who can
bring peace to Israel and
the nations .

